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Introduction
These constants are valid for evrg-_,p_6 £ 0.15A and for higher contrast coating they must be redefined as [9] 1 tan(k6N)-tan +k6
4
We note that
(1) and (2) reduce to the standard impedance boundary ! conditions (SIBC) when az and a 2 are set to zero and 
n _) ' = O, Q(n) reduces to and when a2 = a s for H,-incidence for E_-incidence
To obtain a ray representation of (10) where
e-/_(s_+_) + e-JU(s_r-_h) 
a" + a_ cos 0_+ a_ cos 2 0i ao -alcos0_+ a2cos 20i
Rh _ (Hz-incidence) (18b) ao + al cos 0/ + a2 cos 2 0_ are the reflection coefficients associated with the coating [9] . The parameter 0 i is illustrated in fig. 4 and _ is the distance (must be large) from the surface reflection point QR to the observation point PL. Finally, _ is the reflected ray caustic distance and for a convex cylinder it is given by = pg(Qn) cos
(19)
Pg(QR) is the radius of curvature of the surface at QR and is equal to b for the circular cylinder.
For observations
in the deep shadow region, a residue series representation of ul is more appropriate.
From (14), we obtain
where vm are the zeros of the transcendental equation
Obviously, 
yrt=l is the corresponding diffraction coefficient and for the circular cylinder
V_(Q,) = V_(Q2)
with 6 as defined in figure 5.
A generalization of (22) - (24) 
(33) 
where the diffraction coefficient T.,h is now redefined as
in which and
As is usually the case, (27)- (40) were first derived for the circular cylinder and were subsequently generalized for non-circular convex cylinders. 
VI
when PN is in the shadow region.
In (42) and (43) " 
The points P and PN in the lit and shadow regions are illustrated in figure   6 . We remark that when the cylinder's surface obeys the SIBC, gl,_(D)
In the case of slowly attenuating creeping and/or surface waves (42) is not adequate and an improved result may be obtained by adding (42) and (43) 
Geometry
The surface of an elliptical cylinder is described by a parameterized Also, the parameters z and t in (38) and (39) [12]....
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• t Elliptical cylinder configuratlon. 
